ADVISOR PREPARATION

BEFORE THE CONFERENCE
Upon registering for the conference, advisors will be sent a virtual information packet explaining how to get your students ready to go including a pre-conference session, how to facilitate the “Dive Deeper into a Career” sessions, and accessing the virtual conference platform.

AT THE CONFERENCE
During the conference, there will be two sessions titled “Dive Deeper into a Career.” These sessions will utilize SkillsUSA’s Jump Into STEM! curriculum and will be available for students to attend virtually with a facilitator. Or, if students are attending from a classroom, the teacher could operate a STEM fair utilizing the curriculum (access will be provided upon registering for the conference). No matter how the students will attend these sessions, SkillsUSA will provide a $50 Lowe’s gift card for every 20 students registered, to purchase most of the supplies needed for these sessions.